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Lepchas and Vieir Heritage

Chi?/no"!,'''''''h"® faditions ofaworthy
tf:Z contributed in some manner or the other to
throne fo^rlm who made a wooden

s,-?: S-2.'r:s.for the last couple of years the bhth anniversary of the leeendarv

of motlhth''̂ of Tamsund-thing's triumph, the Rong calendar
Taf^Nvol r Tf "'̂ '"ding theTafa Nyom (month), an mtercalary month entering every third year
The months are calculated by the moon, called Lo. l^TZTe,
added every third year to regulate the lunar month ;ith thl raones. An mteresting feature of the Rong calendar is th^ presence of

twe ve-year cycle, each month having the name of a different

^g" tT T namely. Mouse, Cow,
anfpip K 'u ' Bird, Dog
taken fne aft ^ T "'\'.^^®®°-n'oong-panu is imagined to havetaken one after another while fighting his adversary. Each year has
gain, a distmct import. For instance, Lang Nam or the Cow Year

sgnifies peace, while Suhu Nam or the Monkey Year indicates
rest essness. The year 1987 is Kamthang Nam presLd over by the
eagle and is considered very auspicious. This is now followed by
SaderNam, or the Year of Thunder characterised by Peevish ways.

According to legends, the earliest Rong ruler in Sikkim was
Kungbong Pun, whose kingdom extended to Thangia beyond Phari
mTibet mthe north, Tsegongia near Faro in Bhutan in the east,
Ruchong on the Timar bank in Nepal in the West and Tentulia now
in Bengladesh, in the south. His queen, Lingjemit Pandi, became a
favourite subject of folklores for her beauty and courage. In the first
century, this tract is supposed to have been ruled by a king called
Nangfa, who was succeeded by Punpok Pun, Rmigdong Pun, Rungi
Pun etc. The last named king defeated the monarch of Jalousi
(Jalpaiguri?) and married his daughter Gyajomit (Gajamati?). He is
also believed tohave cleared the jungle near the existing Coronation
Bridge at Sevok in Sili^ri sub-division and settled with his forces
there for some time. The present name ofthe place may have had its
origin in Shoofok credited to the king. Between 739 and 1211, a
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number ofRong kings took to the throne of Sikkim till the advent of
Tibetans in the wake of Mongol depredations in Tibet. While the
situation improved in Tibet around 1250, Tibetans were reluctant to
let go their hold onSikkim and finally consummated it by installing
the Namgyal dynasty in 1642. The early Tibetans had sought tbs
friendship of powerful Rong chieftains like Thikungtek in
consolidating their influence in Sikkim. Later, when Tibetan
marauders started carrying off their wives and children an^using
them as slaves, it was too much even for the stoicRongs to bear and
they occasionally rose to revolt. But usually they preferred to retreat
to deeper mountains to escape depredations. Tibetan marauders
have left so indelible an imprint that even today the Rong mothers
invoke the fear of Tibetans in taming their wayward children.

From the hill-top the valley of Tingbong looks a picture of
placidity. Like Lingthem, this village also has a past. Inthe latter half
of the thirteenth century, N-tWang-Ton-Grub, a native of Kham-
Aden who had been brought to Tibet by Kublai Khan's guru hGro-
mGon-hPhags-pa and then asked to seek his fortunes in the Sikkim
hills, came as far as Talung. The same guru was responsible for
introducing the theocratic rule in Tibet when he prevailed upon his
pupil to put the high priest of Sa-sKya in charge of central Tibet in
1270 AD.® Ton-Grub's son Tse-twang-ram-rGyal made this village
(then called Tung-sBong) his home. He married a Rong maiden and
started a family which gradually spread to other parts of the country
including Lingthem. Though not as lucky as Khye-Bumsa's, his
descendants were powerful in their own way. One of them, De-
Chhen-Kyab, was among the first to hail the coronation ofPhuntsog
Namgyal atYok-sum nearly four hundred years later

By this time we have seen a bevy of Rong maidens trudging
towards the village with loads on their back carried in a style that
curiously did not mar their beauty. Dr Joseph Hooker correctly says
that a group of Lepchas is exceedingly picturesque. More so, if they
are women. On the way, wehave seen the track to Lingthem and the
blear visage of the hill, below which it is situated. Geoffrey Gorer
visited this place in 1937 to study Lepchas. When we descend upon
Tingbong after the long trek, an old man with wrinkles hke mountain
ridges on his forehead greets us home and takes us to hearth
offering a cup ofchi, liquor. Children around us are plainly surprised
at our stupidity, but good-naturedly accept lozenges from us after
initial hesitation. Girls giggle. Yonder is a school on a hill-top. A
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young teacher from the plains approaches us for getting him
transferred to town. Life is impossible here, having nothing to do
^er school hours. People are dull, not like Nepalis, and speak long
in monotone, laughing at their own jokes. No, he did not have to
learn the Lepcha language to teach in the school here. We have
noticed that road-signs even in Dzongu are in Nepali or Tibetan.
When asked the old man smiles and says, Why, the word Dzongu
{Dzong, fort) itself isTibetan, meaning 'fortified'.

Strangely, language and trandition have remained closest to the
heart of Rongs for ages which they have sought to protect from
outside influences. When this has not been possible, they have
allowed these to co-exist in their religious tenets and practices with
characteristic lack of aggression. Thus, there is no war between
tnuns (Bon priests) and lamas and no dichotomy in their having to
appease numerous rums and moongs in birth, marriage, disease or
death ^d worshipping the Buddha. As a language, Rong belongs to
the Tibeto-Burman sub-family of the Sino-Tibetan group of
languages, whose script appears to have been a derivative of a
system of writings from which both Tibetan and Burmese
developed.' The fact that the old Rong script was written in vertical
columns in the Chinese manner from right to left and that single
words were written in the Tibeto-Burman style in normal horizontal
direction indicates that the old Rong script was shaped at a time
when Rongs were under the Chinese influence.' Imansingha
Chemjong, whose researches on the Limbus of Nepal have earned
him accolade, held it to be aKirat or *Maurong' script from which

script developed, probably in the ninth century.^
According to legends, Rongs had their own ancient script devised by
five scholars —- Targe, Sayung, Gole, Thonggrab and Duringaie, but
their manuscripts were all destroyed by Tibetans to popularise
lamaism among them.'° They even translated part of their
mythological works under the name of Tashi-Sung, history of Tashi,
till then the single and indivisible god of Rongs. The present script
handed down to them by Chagdor Namgyal in the early eighteenth
century might have been based on the ancient one. The findings of
linguists like Erik Haar and Grierson seem to point in this direction.
It was General G BMainwaring, then a Colonel in the British Army
in the protectorate of Sikkim, who first drew the eyes of the civilised
world to these people by publishing a Lepcha grammar in 1876.." He
even opened aLepcha School in Darjeeling and faced the ridicule of
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hiscountrymen when heheldthe language to be an ancestor language
ofhumanity, evincing the principles and motive of which all languages
are constructed. He wrote : The Lepchas can tell you the names of
all, they can distinguish at a glance the difference in species, in each
genus of plants, which would require the skill of a practised botanist
to perceive, and this information and nomenclature extend to beasts,
to birds, to insects, and to everything around them, animate and
inanimate'. Even as late as 1938 Geoffrey Gorer brushed aside
Mainwaring's claim in just three pages of his 488-page book on the
lepchas of Sikkim, although he could not seriouslycontend any of his
postulates.'̂ Bui for Albert Grunwedel, a German scholar and
fellow-traveller who edited and published Mainwaring's more
ambitious grammar in 1898 after his death, we would not have
known today that Rongs require four hundred and fifty-four closely
written pagesof a book to assemble part of their vocabulary.'̂

Mainwaring's desire to set up a cheap Rong press at the
government's expense in Darjeeling still remains unfulfilled. Shortly
after his death when some pressure was put on the government
concerning this matter, the bureaucrats came out with a convenient
lie that the Rong script did not exist and that the script thought to
have been processed by the nutty General was his own invention.
Nobody considered it necessary to check the information with more
reliable authorities, e.g., at the British Museum where a few Rong
scripts were lying then. Even today there are no more than three
Lepcha presses in the country.—two in Gangtok and one run by a
Nepali businessman "in Kalimpong. None of them is cheap or within
easy reach. Their total turn-out will hardly be half a dozen books in
the last forty-one years.

Outside there is a flash followed by a deep rumble of
thunder—precursor of storm and rain. It is strange how swiftly the
scenario changes in the hill: the languid becomes volatile, Medea
replaces Aphrodite without ado. The light has now become dull,
opaque and the atmosphere suddenly chilly despite the deliciously
warm chi and Sonam's often embarrassing bawdy jokes. A while ago
he was facetiously narrating the story of their first parents and the
birth of humanity. His inspiration, as far as I could see, stemmed
from the presence of a newly wed. I, too, have often wondered how
these people can be so engaging to look upon, especially when they
are usually devoid ofany singularly good feature. It is perhaps due to
the absence of anything unpleasant than to the presence of direct
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grace or beauty. Sonam is emphatic about one cardinal aspect of the
Rong morality: nothing that has been created out of the
inexorableness of a passion can be kept out of it. So, one has to live
with it, transcreate it in different forms and hues and if possible,
transcend it. He does notaccept my argument that all this is nothing
new as a concept and that it is easier professed than performed. No,
on the contrary, the Rong psyche is such that it is easier performed
than professed. This has been the strength of these unique
aborigines and their weakness too.

The rage ofthe storm has reached a crescendo. Thedeceptively
pretty hill-side is now perilous for people not accustomed to its
travails. Sonam has a vote infavour ofprolonging our stay. However,
there are others who prefer the safe shelter of civilisation. We are
unanimous on one point: the storm should cease. Ket nia nin, assures
the old man of the hearth, we need not worry, the storm will pass.
Till then, we can pursue our tale: the wisdom ofthe Thikungteks, the
Sambars and the De-Chhe-Kyabs who always have to support an
alien force; impossible events inexorably affecting their destiny that
always seem to happen on misty mornings; and the unfolding of the
day when their god would depart. Nor are we overly concerned with
the storm, for we know that storms do pass. But we know all the
same that if the cross must be carried and not merely kissed, this
journeymaynever end.
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